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Abstract

Storage engine is a crucial component in relational

databases (RDBs). With the emergence of Internet services

and applications, a recent technical trend is to deploy a Log-

structured Merge Tree (LSM-tree) based storage engine. Al-

though such an approach can achieve high performance and

efficient storage space usage, it also brings a critical double-

logging problem—In LSM-tree based RDBs, both the upper

RDB layer and the lower storage engine layer implement re-

dundant logging facilities, which perform synchronous and

costly I/Os for data persistence. Unfortunately, such “double

protection” does not provide extra benefits but only incurs

heavy and unnecessary performance overhead.

In this paper, we propose a novel solution, called Passive

Data Persistence Scheme (PASV), to address the double-

logging problem in LSM-tree based RDBs. By completely

removing Write-ahead Log (WAL) in the storage engine layer,

we develop a set of mechanisms, including a passive mem-

ory buffer flushing policy, an epoch-based data persistence

scheme, and an optimized partial data recovery process, to

achieve reliable and low-cost data persistence during normal

runs and also fast and efficient recovery upon system failures.

We implement a fully functional, open-sourced prototype of

PASV based on Facebook’s MyRocks. Evaluation results

show that our solution can effectively improve system perfor-

mance by increasing throughput by up to 49.9% and reducing

latency by up to 89.3%, and it also saves disk I/Os by up to

42.9% and reduces recovery time by up to 4.8%.

1 Introduction

Since 1970s, relational database (RDB) has been playing a

central role in the heart of enterprise systems. The storage

engine, as a core component in RDBs, typically adopts a

B-tree based structure, which has been heavily tuned and

optimized for traditional database workloads, such as online

transaction processing and online analytical processing.
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Figure 1: Architecture of a typical LSM-tree based RDB.

With the emergence of Internet services and applications,

the classic B-tree based storage engine, after dominating

database systems for decades, is facing several critical chal-

lenges. Unlike conventional database workloads, these new

applications and their supporting systems often generate very

write-intensive workloads [1]. Many of them use relatively

simple and fixed data schema [2]. Some systems adopt expen-

sive flash storage [3–9], and thus they are very sensitive to

storage space usage and demand efficient data compression

for cost saving. Correspondingly, the storage engine design

must meet a set of new requirements—scalability, space effi-

ciency, compressibility, I/O sequentiality, etc.

To address these new challenges and demands, a recent

technical trend is to deploy a Log-structured Merge Tree

(LSM-tree) based storage engine [10–18] in RDBs. A typical

example is Facebook’s MyRocks [7]. Different from the tra-

ditional structure of MySQL, MyRocks replaces the original

B-tree based storage engine, InnoDB [19], with an LSM-tree

based storage engine, RocksDB [12]. Although such an LSM-

tree based storage engine significantly outperforms the B-tree

based engine in terms of both performance and storage space

usage, it brings a critical new issue, which can incur heavy

and unnecessary performance overhead.

As illustrated in Figure 1, integrating an LSM-tree based

storage engine in an RDB essentially creates a two-layer struc-

ture: (1) On the top RDB layer, the RDB logic handles the

database related complexities, such as buffer pool manage-

ment, query optimization, SQL query processing, transaction
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support, data recovery, etc; (2) At the bottom storage engine

layer, the storage engine processes requests from the RDB

layer and is responsible for reliably and efficiently storing data

in persistent storage. Such a design enables great flexibility,

efficiency, and portability, allowing the two layers to be inde-

pendently optimized without affecting each other. However,

as a complete data store itself, the LSM-tree based storage

engine, such as RocksDB [12], has many functions similar

to the RDB atop it. Some of these functions are redundant

and unnecessary, which can cause severe resource waste and

negative performance impact. One such critical component is

log, which is the focus of this paper.

Double-logging problem. In an RDB system, a binlog

records all processed SQL statements. Once system crash

happens, the SQL statements in the binlog are replayed for

data recovery. With an LSM-tree based storage engine, each

SQL statement is translated into a sequence of key-value

items (KVs), which are stored in the underlying LSM-trees

for persistent storage. In an LSM-tree based storage engine,

a Write-ahead Log (WAL) is maintained to record all KV

update operations. Each KV must be first written to the WAL

before being inserted into the tree structure, which is also for

the purpose of data recovery upon system crash. In the whole

stack, any change made to the database is “protected” twice—

one redundant copy is preserved in the database’s binlog and

another one is in storage engine’s WAL. Such redundancy

apparently leads to unnecessary space usage, but even worse,

these log-related I/O operations are synchronous and reside

in the system’s critical path, resulting in significant, needless

I/O overhead and severely affecting system performance.

We call the above-said issue a double-logging problem,

which is a system situation that data is over-protected by pre-

serving database changes multiple times more than necessary.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time this problem

is revealed in RDBs with LSM-tree based storage engines.

It is worth noting that the double-logging problem is not

the “log-on-log” problem [20], which typically appears when

running a log-structured file system on a log-structured flash

FTL. In the log-on-log problem, the upper-level log is stored

on another lower-level log structure. In the double-logging

problem, in contrast, the two logs are independent and stored

separately (the binlog is not stored in or relies on the WAL).

Thus, the double-logging problem does not involve issues

known in the log-on-log problem, such as data remapping, un-

aligned segments, and uncoordinated garbage collection, etc.

Rather, it concerns more about the unnecessary redundancy

in I/O operations and storage space usage.

Our solution. In order to address the double-logging prob-

lem, our key idea is to completely remove WAL from the

LSM-tree based storage engine, and solely rely on binlog for

data recovery. A naïve solution is to directly disable WAL

(e.g., RocksDB provides a configurable option). However, the

system integrity cannot be guaranteed due to the uncoordi-

nated SQL and KV operations, which can cause incomplete

or erroneous recovery. Even if we perform data recovery by

replaying the binlog, we have to replay all the records in

the entire binlog, one after another sequentially. This would

incur an excessively time-consuming data recovery process,

causing a long service outage and system downtime.

In this paper, we propose a novel solution, called Passive

Data Persistence Scheme (PASV), to address these challenges.

It includes three major components: (1) To bridge the seman-

tic gap between the RDB layer and the storage engine layer,

we create a special data structure, called Flush Flag, to deliver

the critical RDB-layer semantics, including the critical data

persistence point, each KV item’s logical sequence number,

etc. (2) To avoid intrusive changes to the current modular

system design, we propose a Passive Memory Buffer Flush-

ing Policy to pass a flush flag for each LSM-tree along with

its regular flush operations in the storage engine. Without

requiring to explicitly flush the memory buffers, we can avoid

undesirable performance impact caused by flushes and mini-

mize structural changes to the two layers. (3) We also develop

an Epoch-based Persistence (EBP) policy to determine the

global data persistence point, guaranteeing that we only need

to perform Partial Data Recovery to recover the necessary

data and eliminate redundant KV operations that have already

been persisted before system crash.

We have implemented a fully functional, open-sourced pro-

totype based on Facebook’s MyRocks [8]. Our prototype

involves minor changes (only about 500 lines of C/C++ code)

and is publicly available [21]. Evaluation results based on

LinkBench [1] and TPC-C [22] show that our solution can

effectively increase throughput by up to 49.9% and reduce la-

tency by up to 89.3%, and it also saves disk I/Os and recovery

time by up to 42.9% and 4.8%, respectively.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2

introduces the background. Sections 3 and 4 explain the prob-

lem and the challenges. Section 5 describes the design details.

Section 6 gives the evaluation results. Section 7 discusses the

related work. The final section concludes this paper.

2 Background

2.1 Log-structured Merge Tree

LSM-tree structure. LSM-tree adopts a unique append-only

structure [10], which is specially tailored for handling inten-

sive small KVs. In LSM-tree, the incoming small and random

KVs are firstly buffered and sorted within a memory buffer,

called MemTable. Once the MemTable is full, it is transformed

into an immutable buffer and flushed to storage as an SSTable.

SSTable is the basic storage unit in LSM-tree. Each SSTable

stores its KVs in the order of the keys.

SSTables on storage are organized in a multi-level struc-

ture, each level of which, except the first level, maintains a

sequence of SSTables with non-overlapping key ranges. Two

different levels may have overlapping key ranges. A lower

level typically maintains several times more SSTables (wider)
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than its adjacent upper level, forming a structure like a tree. If

the number of SSTables at a level exceeds size limit, selected

SSTables are merged into the lower level through merge sort,

which is called Compaction. Upon a query, a binary search is

performed, level by level from top to the bottom, until finding

the item or returning “Not Found”. Figure 1(a) illustrates the

structure of a typical LSM-tree.

In order to prevent the loss of in-memory data upon system

failures, all updates that are made to the memory buffer (a.k.a.

MemTable) must be first written into an on-disk log structure,

called Write-ahead Log (WAL) [23, 24]. When the system

restarts after a crash, the records in the WAL are replayed to

reconstruct data that are originally in the memory buffer.

Multi-LSM-tree based structure. Modern KV storage

engines often maintain more than one LSM-tree to create

I/O parallelism for high-speed storage devices, such as SSDs,

to achieve better performance. Let us use RocksDB [12] as

an example. In RocksDB, it maintains several so-called Col-

umn Families (CFs). Each column family corresponds to one

LSM-tree 1. Only one WAL is maintained for all LSM-trees,

which is called Group Logging [25] or Group Commit [26].

Although keeping one WAL for all LSM-trees can bring per-

formance advantages in transaction processing, it leads to an

issue, which is that the batched KVs logged in WAL may be

inserted into LSM-trees at different speeds, causing an inef-

ficient recovery process upon failures. We will explain the

problem in more details later in this paper.

2.2 LSM-tree based Storage Engine

A recent technical trend is to deploy LSM-tree based stor-

age engine in RDBs. A typical example is Facebook’s My-

Rocks [8], which adopts RocksDB as the storage engine in

MySQL database. Next, we will first explain the benefits of

using LSM-tree as storage engine for RDBs, and then discuss

its structure and the inherent problem.

Benefits of LSM-tree as storage engine. There are two

major advantages. First, the LSM-tree structure is known

for its high performance under write-intensive workloads. In

new system environments, such as Internet services, which

need to handle huge traffic of constantly incoming data, the

performance benefit of LSM-tree is particularly appealing.

The second advantage is space efficiency. Traditional stor-

age engines typically use a B-tree based structure. Having

been heavily optimized for query performance, such storage

engines typically demand more storage space for complex

indexes and metadata maintenance. Along with inefficient

compression, the disk space usage becomes a concerning is-

sue [4, 6, 8]. In contrast, LSM-tree is a log-structured design,

which persists data in an append-only way and stores data

in a sorted manner. This allows data to be organized in a

1In this paper, we use the two terms, column family and LSM-tree, in-

terchangeably. Unless otherwise specified, they both refer to an LSM-tree

structure in the multi-LSM-tree storage engine.

Table 1: Comparison between MyRocks and MySQL.

Total Execution Time

(Seconds)

Throughput

(KOPS)

Occupied Disk Space

(GB)

MyRocks 10,895.8 40.9 70.7

MySQL 13,584.7 32.8 108.6

more condensed format in storage. Assuming each level is

10 times larger than the upper level, theoretically, the space

amplification of LSM-tree structure can be limited at a low

level (approximately 1.111... times of the original data size).

In Table 1, we show the results of a preliminary test to

illustrate the performance and space efficiency of MyRocks

compared to MySQL (version 5.6) with InnoDB as the stor-

age engine. Both MyRocks and MySQL use the default con-

figurations. We measure their performance using the same

100GB UDB-style workload [2] generated by LinkBench [1]

with one loader. More details about the system setup can be

found in Section 6. We can see that MyRocks saves 34.9%

disk space compared to MySQL and also substantially out-

performs MySQL in both total execution time (19.8%) and

throughput (24.7%). This result well demonstrates the per-

formance and storage advantages of adopting an LSM-tree

based storage engine in RDBs.

RDBs on LSM-tree. More recently, many RDBs begin to

adopt LSM-tree based storage engines. For example, Span-

ner [5] is an LSM-tree based database, which is a full-featured

SQL system for distributing data at global scale and supports

distributed transactions [27]. Facebook’s MyRocks [7] is a

MySQL-based implementation for serving the UDB scenar-

ios [6]. MyRocks replaces the original B-tree based storage

engine with RocksDB. Some other databases also construct

their storage engines based on the LSM-tree structure [28–30].

Below we use MyRocks as a representative example to ex-

plain the basic structure of an LSM-tree based RDB.

Figure 1(b) shows the architecture of MyRocks, which pro-

vides an SQL interface but adopts an LSM-tree based storage

engine. It is a two-layer structure and has three major com-

ponents: (1) a generic MySQL server layer, (2) a pluggable

SQL-to-KV translator, and (3) an LSM-tree based storage en-

gine layer. The MySQL server layer organizes user requests

in SQL transactions, logs SQL statements in the binlog, and

issues the transactions to the SQL-to-KV translator. The trans-

lator converts the SQL statements of each transaction into a

KV batch [31], which consists of a set of KV items. The

KV batch is then sent to the LSM-tree based storage engine,

which issues KV items to the corresponding column families.

In RocksDB, before inserting a KV item into the LSM-tree’s

memory buffer (MemTable), it is first written to the WAL.

Once all the KV items belonging to a transaction are inserted

into the MemTables, the transaction can be safely regarded as

“persistent”, and a commit flag for this transaction is returned.

For data recovery, a two-phase recovery process is per-

formed. The storage engine first retrieves the batched KV

items in the WAL and rewrites them into the MemTables of

the corresponding LSM-trees. Then, the MySQL server layer

replays all the transactions in the binlog after the safe point
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Figure 2: The double-logging problem in MyRocks.

(commit flag). The first phase guarantees that the storage

engine itself is recovered to the state before the crash; The

second phase guarantees the consistency of the SQL logic in

the MySQL server layer.

3 The Double-Logging Problem

An LSM-tree based RDB essentially forms a two-layer struc-

ture. As shown in Figure 1(b), the RDB layer and the storage

engine layer each maintains a set of complete logging mech-

anisms, individually, for data persistence and recovery. The

two sets of mechanisms are independent of each other and

co-exist in the system. Figure 2(a) illustrates the redundant

functions for data persistence in this structure. We can see

that despite the differences in the data persisted in binlog and

WAL, the two logs are for the same purpose.

Interestingly, according to the end-to-end theory [32], such

a “double protection” would not bring extra guarantees for

data safety but only heavy and unnecessary performance

penalties. First, all logging I/Os have to be performed twice.

In the upper RDB layer, a transaction needs to be first written

into the binlog in the form of SQL statements; In the lower

storage engine layer, the KV items translated from the trans-

action need to be first written into the WAL in the form of

KV operations. This is clearly a significant waste of storage

I/O resources. Second, and more importantly, due to the re-

quirement for safely committing a log record, the involved

I/Os must be synchronous and performed in a serial manner

to ensure correctness [33–35]. As a result, these redundant

I/O operations are unfortunately in the critical path, which

further amplifies the negative effect on system performance.

We call it a double-logging problem. To the best of our knowl-

edge, this paper is the first work unveiling this hidden, critical

problem in LSM-tree based RDBs.

To illustrate the overhead, we perform a preliminary test

on MyRocks. We turn off WAL in the RocksDB storage en-

gine and keep the other configurations as default. We use

LinkBench to generate a workload with around 437 million

SQL requests based on Facebook’s UDB distribution. Fig-

ure 2(b) shows the throughput of inserting links with 10 load-

ers. By simply disabling WAL, we can enhance the overall

throughput (KOPS) by 44.6%. This result shows a great po-

tential for performance improvement by solving the double-

logging problem in LSM-tree based RDBs.

Another possible choice is to remove binlog in the upper

RDB layer and rely on WAL for recovery. However, this ap-

proach is unreliable for two reasons. First, unlike binlog, the

storage engine’s WAL persists KVs individually, lacking suf-

ficient semantic information for safe recovery. For example,

a transaction written in the binlog is regarded as containing

complete information at the SQL level. However, if a crash

occurs in the middle, the KVs translated from this transaction

could be partially persisted in the WAL. If we removed the

binlog, the atomicity of such on-the-fly transactions could be

compromised. Second, besides data recovery, the RDB’s bin-

log also serves for other functions, such as instance replication

and synchronization, which cannot be handled by solely keep-

ing WAL. As indicated by the end-to-end philosophy [32], it

is a more sensible choice to keep binlog rather than WAL to

address the double-logging problem.

4 Critical Challenges

Our main idea is to remove WAL while still retaining data

reliability upon failures. However, it is non-trivial to achieve

this goal. We must address three critical challenges.

• Unwarranted data persistence. In an LSM-tree based

RDB, the upper RDB layer translates each transaction into

multiple KV items and submits to the lower storage engine

layer, which receives the KV items and makes them persistent.

It is assumed that the KV items are persisted once the RDB

receives completion. However, if the WAL was eliminated,

such an assumption could not hold anymore. In other words,

the transaction commit flag in the binlog can no longer be

reliably viewed as the safe point for data persistence, since the

upper RDB layer cannot be certain whether the transactions

prior to this point have been truly made persistent or not.

• Partial persistence. In a storage engine with multiple

LSM-trees, an SQL transaction is translated into a batch of

KV items, which are often distributed to multiple LSM-trees,

a.k.a. Column Families (CFs) in RocksDB. Once the mem-

ory buffer (MemTable) of a CF is filled up, it is flushed to

the storage in the form of an SSTable. Since the sizes and

arrival rates of the KV items accommodated in different LSM-

trees may vary, such memory buffer flushes can happen at

distinct frequencies and are completely uncoordinated across

the LSM-trees. This could lead to a situation that at a point of

time when system failure happens, an SQL transaction may

be partially persistent. In other words, some KV items of the

transaction have already been flushed to storage but some

others are not yet (still in the volatile memory buffers).

• Lost track of LSN. LSM-tree based RDBs use a Log

Sequence Number (LSN) [36] for concurrency control and

meeting the ACID requirements [24]. Each KV is allocated

with an LSN, which is essentially a globally unique sequence

number. The items of a KV batch, which corresponds to an

SQL transaction, are guaranteed to receive a sequence of

consecutive LSNs. With WAL, we can guarantee that each

recovered KV item still carries the originally assigned LSN.
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However, if the WAL was eliminated, we would lose track of

these LSNs. Even replaying the binlog cannot regenerate the

lost LSNs, and if we did so, the LSNs of KV items persisted

on storage would become incomplete and out of order.

In the next section, we will present our design to han-

dle these challenging issues. We develop a set of effective

schemes for safely removing WAL while still fully retaining

the guarantees for data persistence.

5 Design

In this paper, we present a highly efficient solution to address

the double-logging problem in LSM-tree based RDBs. We

desire to achieve three important goals in our design.

• Aim #1: Effectiveness and efficiency. Our solution should

effectively and efficiently address the double-logging problem.

We need to achieve not only low performance overhead during

normal runs but also fast data recovery when failure happens.

• Aim #2: Data persistence and correctness. Removing

the redundant logging should not come at the cost of weak-

ening the promise for data persistence and correctness. Data

reliability should remain identical to the existing system.

• Aim #3: Minimal and non-intrusive changes. A merit of

the current LSM-tree based RDB design is its modularity. The

RDB layer and the storage engine layer are relatively inde-

pendent. We should avoid introducing complicated, intrusive

changes and retain the current system’s modular structure.

By following the above-said three design goals, we pro-

pose a Passive Data Persistence Scheme (PASV) to address

the double-logging problem in LSM-tree based RDBs. We

have implemented a full-featured, open-source prototype [21]

based on Facebook’s MyRocks. It is worth noting that the

design rationale presented in this paper can also be applied

to other LSM-tree based RDBs with similar double-logging

problems. Although the detailed implementation may vary,

our prototype provides guidance for eliminating the redun-

dant logging for optimized performance while still achieving

fast and reliable data recovery upon system failures. In the

following, we will first introduce the overall design and then

describe each component one by one.

5.1 Overview

Figure 3(a) illustrates the architecture of PASV for LSM-tree

based RDBs. To minimize changes to the existing system

design, we keep the original two-layer structure to the maxi-

mum, and only remove the Write-Ahead Log (WAL) in the

lower storage engine layer and solely rely on the binlog in the

RDB layer for data recovery.

We introduce three new components for the goal of elimi-

nating redundant logging but still achieving reliable and ef-

ficient data recovery upon failures. In particular, (1) Passive

Logging Manager (PASV-Mgr) coordinates the data logging

and recovery operations between the two layers, and a special

Passive Logging Manager (PASV-Mgr)
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Flush Flag is used to deliver the data recovery-related trans-

action information between the two layers, (2) Epoch-based

Persistence (EBP) module determines the nearest global safe

point for reliably and completely recovering the lost data upon

failures, and (3) Partial Recovery process identifies the min-

imal number of KV items to be recovered for each column

family, which enables fast and efficient data recovery. We

introduce each component in details below.

5.2 Passive Data Persistence

In order to address the double-logging problem, our key idea

is to completely remove the WAL in the lower storage engine

layer and rely on the binlog in the upper RDB layer for data

recovery. This is for two reasons.

First, the binlog contains a complete set of the original

SQL transactions committed to the database, which makes

it possible for us to recover all the database data in their

original format. Second, all the KV items received at the lower

layer can be reconstructed from the original transactions, even

if the underlying storage engine cannot guarantee the data

persistence. However, safely recovering all transaction data

in their original order is non-trivial.

Challenges. The main difficulty stems from the uncoordi-

nated flushes of the memory buffers of the underlying LSM-

trees. As mentioned previously, modern LSM-tree based stor-

age engine, such as RocksDB, maintains multiple LSM-tree

structures for parallelizing I/Os and maximizing the achiev-

able performance. Each LSM-tree, a.k.a. Column Family

(CF), maintains an individual and independent memory buffer

(MemTable) to temporarily hold incoming KV items. When

the memory buffer reaches the size limit, it is flushed to disk

or SSD for persistent storage. Without the WAL, upon a sys-

tem failure, the KV items in the volatile memory buffer would

be lost and unrecoverable. The problem is that the flush opera-

tions of memory buffers of different column families are com-

pletely independent and uncoordinated, meaning that memory

buffer flushes may happen at different frequencies depending

on the sizes and arrival rates of the incoming KV items, which

often vary significantly across column families and dynami-

cally change over time. As a result, the KV items translated

from one SQL transaction may be persisted on storage at

different time points. When a failure happens, we may have a

partially persisted transaction and the transactions may not
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be fully persisted in their original serial order as their commit

flags in the binlog.

Figure 3(b) illustrates such an example, in which we have

two column families, CF1 and CF2, and three transactions, T1,

T2, and T3. If CF2 flushes before CF1, transaction T3 would be

fully persisted on storage, while T1 and T2 still have partial

data, (K12,V12) and (K22,V22), in the volatile memory buffer

of CF1. If a failure happens, the two transactions (T1 and T2)

would become incomplete on storage, and we can find that the

transactions are not fully persisted in their original commit

order in the binlog. In order to ensure complete data recovery,

we would have to replay the entire binlog from the beginning,

since we cannot determine which transactions are safely and

completely persisted on storage.

An active approach. A simple solution to the above-said

issue is to directly insert an Active Flush Point after each or

a number of transactions to explicitly invoke the underlying

storage engine layer to flush the memory buffers of all the

LSM-trees at the same time, arbitrarily creating a synchro-

nization point. Although this “active” approach guarantees

that all transactions before the active flush point are persisted

safely, it has several limitations. (1) The transactions are essen-

tially serialized, which foils the effort of creating parallelism.

(2) Frequent flushes would in effect invalidate the memory

buffers, causing many small and synchronous I/Os to stor-

age. (3) Most importantly, this approach impairs the effort

in the current design for modularity. It forces the RDB layer

to directly control the memory buffer operations at the lower

storage engine layer, which we desire to avoid.

A passive approach. To avoid intrusive changes to the

existing two-layer structure, we develop a “passive” approach

to handle uncoordinated flushes in a more elegant way. Here

is how it works. When the storage engine flushes a memory

buffer, a special KV item, called Flush Flag, is inserted into

the memory buffer and flushed together with other KVs to the

storage. The purpose is to place a “marker” in the persistent

storage to indicate the progress of the latest flush operation.

A flush flag is a special-purpose KV item. Its key is a ran-

domly chosen 128-bit magic number, which indicates that this

KV item contains a flush flag rather than user data. Each col-

umn family has a unique key for its flush flag. The value con-

tains a vector of four metrics <CF,T SN,LSN f irst ,LSNlast >.

CF is the column family (LSM-tree) whose memory buffer

is being flushed; TSN is the Transaction Sequence Number

of the last transaction whose KV items are inserted in the

memory buffer of the column family; LSN f irst and LSNlast

are the LSNs of the first KV and the last persisted KV of

the transaction, respectively. To retrieve the latest flush flag,

we simply query the LSM-tree using the corresponding key,

which is just like retrieving any regular KV item. In this way,

we can use a flush flag to keep track of the latest transaction

and its KV items that are persisted in storage during a flush

operation, from which we can derive the safe point for data

persistence during recovery.

This approach is safe due to the serial property of transac-

tion processing in LSM-tree based RDBs. In LSM-tree based

RDBs, it is guaranteed that the KV items are processed in a

serial manner: (1) During the transaction commit process, all

transaction records are persisted to the binlog in serial; (2)

The SQL transactions are parsed in the RDB layer and trans-

lated into KV batches in the storage engine layer in serial;

(3) The KV items that are translated from a transaction are

inserted into the LSM-trees’ memory buffers in serial. Hence

we can ensure that all KV items logically prior to the last

KV item of the last transaction in a column family would

never be persisted to storage later than it. It is worth noting

that this serial property is not unique to MyRocks. Other

databases also adopt the serial design. For example, Amazon

Aurora [34], a novel OLTP-oriented RDB, is known to “model

the database as a redo log stream” and “exploit the fact that

the log advances as an ordered sequence of changes”.

Based on this serial property, we can conclude that for a

column family CFi in the LSM-tree storage engine, if the

retrieved flush flag contains transaction T XNp, the KV items

of transaction T XNp−1 and transactions prior to it in CFi must

have already been persisted. Thus, transaction T XNp−1 can

be regarded as the Data Safe Point of column family CFi.

Comparatively, transaction T XNp may be partially persisted

(some KV items of the same batch may not arrive in the

memory buffer yet). Hence we call transaction T XNp the

Data Persistence Point of column family CFi, indicating the

current position of persisting data.

In the example of Figure 3(b), if the memory buffers of

CF1 and CF2 are flushed, their data safe points are transaction

T1 and T2, while their data persistence points are T2 and T3,

respectively. We also see in this example that due to the

different sizes and arrival rates of the involved KV items, the

column families may make unequal “progresses” in terms of

persisting data for transactions (T2 vs. T3 in this example). We

will discuss how to address this problem in the next section.

This passive approach brings several important advantages.

First, we can minimize intrusive changes to the existing mod-

ular design. The RDB layer does not need to explicitly invoke

memory buffer flush operations in the storage engine layer.

Instead, the flush flag is naturally persisted in storage together

with other KV items when the memory buffer is flushed. Sec-

ond, the memory buffer flushes still follow the original logic.

We do not need to prematurely flush a memory buffer that

is not full yet, which maximally retains the benefits of par-

allelism and memory buffering. Third, the memory buffer

management also remains nearly unchanged, not incurring

extra performance overhead. The flush flag is very small,

meaning that the spatial overhead is also minimal.

5.3 Epoch-based Persistence

The storage engine has multiple column families (CFs), each

of which is an individual LSM-tree with a volatile memory
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buffer. As mentioned above, different CFs may make unequal

progresses in terms of persisting KV items of transactions.

Thus, we need to determine the latest transaction whose KV

items have been fully persisted on storage across all CFs.

Inspired by Epoch-based Reclamation [37–40], we propose

an Epoch-based Persistence (EBP) to identify the global safe

point for data persistence. The basic idea is to use Local

Epoch to separately manage each CF’s data safe point, and

use Global Epoch to identify the global data safe point, which

determines where we should start in binlog for recovery.

Local epoch. Flush flag maintains the last transaction and

the last KV item being flushed to persistent storage, which is

the Local Data Persistence Point as described in the previous

section. The passive persistence manager, PASV-Mgr, tracks

the progress of persisting data made by each column family

by maintaining a tuple <CF,T XN > for each column fam-

ily. For a column family CFi, we record the corresponding

local data persistence point T XNp, which is the transaction

recorded in its flush flag. It indicates that all KV items of

transactions prior to T XNp in column family CFi must have

already been persisted safely on storage. Note that a “locally

safe” transaction may not be safe in a “global” viewpoint,

since some KV items of the transaction may not be persisted

yet in another column family. A local epoch is the transactions

between two consecutive persistence points in the binlog.

Global epoch. Based on the local epoch, the data persis-

tence status for each column family (CF) is known by the

system. That is, the system is aware of the local data persis-

tence points for all CFs. Each time when a new local epoch

is created, we can derive the Global Data Persistence Point

by comparing the local data persistence points. The smallest

T XN, or the earliest local data persistence point, is the global

persistence point in the sequence of transactions. For a given

global persistence point, all the transactions committed in

the binlog prior to it must have already been safely and com-

pletely persisted on storage. If system crash happens, only the

transactions starting from this global data persistence point

(including itself) need to be examined and replayed.

Figure 4 illustrates an example, in which we can see that

the local epochs indicate that column family CF1 has made

the most significant progress by flushing the KV items of

all transactions prior to T XNt , while CF2 is the slowest one,

which only flushes until transaction T XNn. In terms of the

global epoch, it is clear that the current global data persistence

point is at transaction T XNn, meaning that all transactions

before T XNn must have been completely persisted. Upon data

recovery, we only need to replay transactions starting from

transaction T XNn and thereafter.

5.4 Partial Recovery

The epoch-based persistence policy enables us to quickly

determine the latest transaction that is made completely per-

sistent on storage. Upon a system failure, we need to recover

data by replaying the transactions after that.
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Figure 4: Partial recovery and LSN allocation.

A simple method is to replay all the KV operations in all

column families. However, as illustrated in Figure 4, since col-

umn families make different progresses, such a conservative

approach would be very inefficient and wasteful. For exam-

ple, there is no need to reinsert the KV items of transaction

T XNn in column family CF1, because the KV items of this

transaction have already been flushed to storage. Thus, we

develop Partial Recovery for column families whose local

data persistence point differs from the global data persistence

point. In other words, we selectively skip the transactions and

KV items that have already been persisted.

Partial recovery consists of two steps. (1) We first retrieve

the latest flush flag from each CF to determine the global data

persistence point and the local data persistence points, using

which we can determine the range of transactions that we need

to replay for each CF. (2) Then we perform the replaying op-

erations by scanning through the binlog and translating each

SQL transaction to KV items and submit to the corresponding

CFs. Due to the partial recovery policy, the KV items are

only dispatched to column families that need to replay the

operations. For example, for CF1, transactions before T XNt

can be skipped.

In this way, we can avoid replaying the entire binlog from

the beginning and only need to perform partial recovery for

each column family as needed. In each column family, the

KV items that have been persisted before the local data per-

sistence point are skipped. This not only ensures that we can

safely recover all the data but also avoid unnecessary replay-

ing operations, which reduces the involved I/O overhead and

accelerates data recovery.

5.5 Reconstructing LSNs

Another challenge in data recovery is how to reconstruct the

original logical sequence number (LSN) for each involved KV

item. As mentioned in Section 4, each KV item is attached

with a unique LSN for version control. After removing the

WAL, unfortunately, the LSN information is lost.

If the LSNs were not reproduced correctly, the data would

not be recovered with correct version information and stale

data could be returned for a query. LSN represents the inter-

nal order for KV items in a KV batch (corresponding to a

transaction in the RDB layer). The loss of LSNs may lead to

erroneous data updates. For example, assuming a KV batch

contains two update operations to the same key. In the origi-
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nal system, the two KV items are attached with two unique

LSNs. Because LSN is a monotonically increasing number,

the KV item with the larger LSN must contain the latest data.

However, if we could not recover the LSNs correctly, stale

data may be returned, which is unacceptable.

In the current LSM-tree based RDB design, the storage

engine layer maintains a global LSN counter, which is incre-

mented by one each time when it is attached to an inserted

KV item. Thus, the KV items of a KV batch must have a se-

quence of consecutive LSNs. As long as we know the original

LSN of the first KV item in the batch, we can recover the

entire sequence of LSNs of all generated KV items due to

the serial property (see Section 5.2). The flush flag contains

the last transaction and the LSNs of the first KV and the last

persisted KV of the transaction. When replaying a transaction,

we simply re-translate the transaction and assign the LSNs

one by one. As we know the range of LSNs that are originally

assigned, we can derive all the related LSNs for the KV items

that need to be recovered.

5.6 Put It All Together

In Figure 4, we show an illustrative example for the replaying

process. As shown in the figure, when performing recovery,

we first retrieve the flush flags of all the column families. Then

we determine the global data persistence point from which

we start replaying the transactions and also the local data

persistence points from which we perform partial recovery.

In this example, the flush flag of CF2 contains the local

data persistence point T XNn, the batch’s first LSN is p+ 1

and the last persisted LSN is p+2. Accordingly, we update

the system’s current TSN for data recovery to T XNn, which

marks the transaction that we should start replaying from, and

set the start LSN to p+ 1. Since the last persisted LSN is

p+ 2, the LSN of the next to-be-replayed KV item’s LSN

should be p+ 3. Then we retrieve the transaction from the

binlog and invoke the translation process to regenerate the

corresponding KV batch. Note that the first KV item’s LSN is

p+1, but the first KV item that needs be recovered is p+3 ,

so we can skip the first two items. During KV replaying, each

time when a KV item is allocated with an LSN, we increment

the LSN by one, and so on so forth.

6 Evaluation

We have implemented a fully functional prototype of PASV

based on Facebook’s MyRocks [8], which is a popular LSM-

tree based RDB. PASV involves light changes to the exist-

ing system (only about 500 lines of C/C++ code), which are

mainly in the components for binlog management, persisting

data in RocksDB, and transaction-to-KV translation, etc.

In this section, we denote the stock MyRocks as “MyRocks”

and our prototype as “PASV”. Both MyRocks and PASV use

the ROW format in the binlog to log the SQL statements in

the MySQL server layer. The WAL of MyRocks is set to the

Table 2: Database schema and mapping to column families.

Table Name Attributes Format Primary Key Secondary Key

LINKTABLE

id1 bigint(20)

(link_type, id1, id2)

comment cf_linkPK;

CF_ID=2;

(id1, link_type,

visibility, time,

id2, version, data)

comment cf_linkSK;

CF_ID=3;

id2 bigint(20)

link_type bigint(20)

visibility tinyint(3)

data varchar(255)

time bigint(20)

version int(11)

COUNTTABLE

id bigint(20)

(id, link_type)

comment cf_countPK;

CF_ID=4;

link_type bigint(20)

count int(10)

time bigint(20)

version bigint(20)

NODETABLE

id bigint(20)

(id)

comment cf_nodePK;

CF_ID=5;

type int(10)

version bigint(20)

time int(10)

data mediumtext

default size. The other parameters for MyRocks and PASV are

configured using the default setting from the stock MyRocks.

Our experiments are conducted on a workstation equipped

with an Intel i7-8700 3.2GHz processor, 32GB memory, and

a 500GB SSD. We use Ubuntu 18.04 LTS with Linux Kernel

4.15 and Ext4 file system.

Our workload simulates a typical application scenario sup-

porting Facebook’s social network engine, i.e., User Data

Base (UDB) [2]. In Facebook, the social graph data includes

many object types, such as graph nodes and links, etc. This

workload creates a model to simulate the critical pattern of

UDB with three major tables, LINKTABLE, NODETABLE

and COUNTTABLE, for nodes, relationships and metadata,

such as counts of link type for a node, etc. The schema of these

three tables are summarized in Table 2. We use LinkBench [1],

an open source benchmark tool that simulates UDB-like re-

quests (e.g., SQL INSERT, UPDATE, SELECT, etc.), to gen-

erate workloads for evaluating MyRocks and PASV.

Since the data mapping to column families may affect per-

formance, we have extended LinkBench to map the translated

KVs into different column families. As shown in Table 2, in

the storage engine layer for both MyRocks and PASV, we

maintain five column families (CF_ID=1–5). We manually

allocate the primary key and secondary key of LINKTABLE,

the primary key of COUNTTABLE, and the primary key of

NODETABLE to CF2-CF5, respectively. The system column

family, cf_system (CF-1), is initialized to store system meta-

data, such as table schema.

6.1 Overall Performance

We evaluate the performance of PASV and MyRocks for both

data loading process and query running process. The data

loading process populates the database and only involves

write operations. During the query running process, the work-

loads are mixed with insert, update, and query operations. We

use three main metrics reported by LinkBench, namely the

total time, throughput, and average latency to compare the

performance of PASV and MyRocks.

Data loading process. We use 10 loaders to initialize

100 million nodes (ids) and their corresponding associations

(links) in the three tables for both PASV and MyRocks. The
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Figure 5: Performance of PASV and MyRocks during (a) data loading process and (b) query running process.

data loading process is write intensive. About 432 million

write operations (insert and update) with 100 GB data are

issued to the database.

Figure 5(a.1) shows the total loading time and overall

throughput. The total loading time of PASV is 4,019.9 sec-

onds, which is 33.3% less than MyRocks (6,027.3 seconds).

The throughput for MyRocks and PASV are 72.6 and 108.8

KOPS, respectively, and PASV outperforms MyRocks by

49.9%. Figure 5(a.3) shows the run-time throughput of differ-

ent phases for PASV and MyRocks. The top sub-figure shows

the run-time throughput for loading links, and the bottom sub-

figure shows that of loading ids. We can see that since the

memory buffers are empty initially, both PASV and MyRocks

achieve a high throughput at the beginning (0–200 seconds)

of the loading process. After that, the throughput has a sharp

decline and finally settles at around 150 and 100 KOPS for

loading links with PASV and MyRocks, respectively. For

loading ids, the throughput for PASV is around 31 KOPS

and 21 KOPS for MyRocks. PASV clearly outperforms My-

Rocks in both total loading time and throughput. For latency,

as shown in Figure 5(a.2), PASV achieves much better per-

formance than MyRocks as well. We divide the system la-

tency into three parts, LOAD_NODE, LOAD_LINKS, and

LOAD_COUNTS, as reported by LinkBench. As we can see

in the figure, the average latencies of PASV are much lower

than MyRocks, which are 34.1%, 30.7%, and 39.5% for the

three parts, respectively.
Figure 5(a.1) also shows the I/O cost incurred in the

MySQL server layer (caused by writing the binlog) and the

LSM-tree based storage engine layer. PASV significantly

reduces the amount of I/Os in the storage engine layer, com-

pared to MyRocks. This is due to the removal of redundant

writes to WAL. Specifically, the total volume of I/Os in the

storage engine layer of PASV is 117.9 GB, which is 42.9%

less than MyRocks. For the I/Os in the MySQL server layer,

both PASV and MyRocks incur 54.4 GB I/Os during the entire

loading process, which indicates that PASV does not cause

extra overhead for maintaining the binlog.

In summary, by removing WAL in RocksDB, which resides

in the critical path, PASV shows strong performance and

storage I/O advantages over the stock MyRocks.

Query running process. During the query running pro-

cess, we invoke 10 clients to perform a mixed set of opera-

tions. Each client issues 1 million read and write requests.

Note that different from the data loading process, which only

involves inserts and updates, the query running process con-

sists of a variety of operations, such as deletes and retrieve

queries (e.g., select from primary/secondary key, range scan,

etc.) The evaluation results are as follows.

As shown in Figure 5(b.1), the total execution times of

the query running process for PASV and MyRocks are 2,614

and 3,371 seconds, respectively, meaning that PASV is 22.5%

faster than MyRocks. Figure 5(b.3) further shows the run-time

throughput comparison between the two schemes. We can

see that during the running process, MyRocks has a small

performance fluctuation at the beginning (0–1,000 seconds),

and it finally achieves a stable throughput around 3 KOPS.

Benefiting from the removal of WAL, PASV significantly

outperforms MyRocks from the beginning to 500s, and its

throughput gradually settles at around 3.7 KOPS. The overall

throughput of PASV is 28.6% higher than MyRocks.

We have also studied the average latencies of different types

of requests. As shown in Figure 5(b.2), for the write-intensive

requests, such as {ADD, UPDATE, DELETE}_NODE and

those for links, PASV outperforms MyRocks across the board.

PASV achieves the highest latency reduction in ADD_NODE

phase, which is 89.3% lower than MyRocks. Compared to

MyRocks, the average latency reduction of PASV for write-

intensive requests ranges from 22% to 89.3%. For read-

intensive requests (GET_NODE), PASV has slight latency

overhead, which is around 0.7% higher than MyRocks. This
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Figure 6: Performance/recovery of PASV and ACTs.

subtle performance difference is mainly due to the relatively

lower read hit-ratio of the L0 SSTables in PASV. Since in

PASV, the storage engine has no WAL, the I/O pressure is

shifted from flush operations to L0 compaction, which makes

PASV tend to have more SSTables in L0 than MyRocks. Be-

cause the key ranges among the SSTables of L0 may have

overlaps, PASV needs to retrieve potentially more SSTables

when searching KVs, which takes more time to complete.

6.2 Comparison with Active Flush

PASV adopts a passive approach to flush memory buffers

when they reach the size limit (64 MB by default). Active

flush, in contrast, synchronizes data persistence by enforcing

all memory buffers to periodically flush at the same time,

which would incur heavy overhead and weaken the effect of

memory buffers. In this section, we compare the two methods.

We implement the active flush method (ACT) based on the

flushAll() interface in RocksDB, which flushes all mem-

ory buffers of the LSM-trees compulsively. We record the

transaction commit time during the running process. Once

the number of committed transactions reaches a predefined

threshold, flushAll() is invoked. Since flushAll() is a

synchronized operation, lock is required during this process

and all the commit threads are blocked.

We evaluate ACT by configuring different thresholds and

compare their performance with PASV. We have implemented

five settings for ACTs. ACT-{100, 200, 500, 1000, 2000} refer

to the configurations that invoke the active buffer flush process

every corresponding number of transactions, respectively. In

order to show the performance during normal runs and data

recovery upon failures, a write-intensive workload is created

by using 10 loaders issuing 100 million node insertions and

corresponding link updates.

Performance. Figure 6(a) shows the overall execution time

and throughput of PASV and ACTs (ACT-100 to ACT-2000).

We can see that PASV outperforms all the others, taking only

4,019.9 seconds of execution time and achieving a throughput

of 108.8 KOPS. Unlike ACTs, which enforce all the LSM-

trees’ memory buffers to flush at a synchronized time point,

PASV does not need to arbitrarily lock and flush the memory

buffers periodically. This not only helps retain the efficacy

of memory buffers (no premature buffer flushes) but also

avoids interfering the foreground requests with unnecessary,

costly I/Os. Figure 6(b) shows the effect on the observed

tail latencies. The 99th to 99.99th percentile tail latencies of

PASV are much lower than the others, meaning that PASV

introduces less interference to foreground requests.

Compaction. Another side effect of active flushes is the

more frequently happening compaction operations in the un-

derlying LSM-trees. Figure 6(a) compares the amount of

compaction I/Os generated by PASV and ACTs. PASV is

much more efficient: The total amount of compaction I/Os is

around 80 GB, which is 10.8%–17.2% lower than the ACTs.

With frequent flushes, the memory buffers, even not being

completely filled up, have to be persisted to storage, which

pushes small SSTables into the underlying LSM-trees. As a

result, the compaction operations tend to be triggered more

often, which in turn amplifies the I/Os.

Data recovery. We have also studied the data recovery

performance. We randomly select ten insertion points in the

selected time window (1,000–2,000 seconds) to artificially

create a simulated “failure”, which triggers the recovery pro-

cess. We collect the time of completing recovery after each

failure and show the aggregated results for each configuration

in Figure 6(c). As we increase the interval of flushing memory

buffers from 100 transactions (ACT-100) to 2,000 transac-

tions (ACT-2000), the recovery time generally increases. This

is because the less frequently active flush happens, the more

data needs to be restored. PASV achieves a recovery time

in the mid-range. Compared to ACTs, PASV shows a much

smaller variance in the data recovery time, since our epoch-

based approach and partial recovery can identify the last data

persistence point and minimize the amount of data for recov-

ery. In contrast, ACTs have to recover data completely since

last flush, and the time taken to complete recovery depends

on when the failure happens between two consecutive flushes

and thus varies significantly.

6.3 Evaluation with TPC-C

In this section, We perform experimental evaluations using

the TPC-C [22] benchmark to compare the performance and

potential recovery time of the stock MyRocks, the naïve ap-

proach, which simply disables WAL, and PASV.

For better understanding the recovery efficiency of PASV

under a more skewed workload, we configure the TPC-C

benchmark with 100 warehouses and 10 tables, which are

allocated to 10 column families with uneven flush speeds.

The data size is around 90 GB in the InnoDB-based MySQL.

Figure 7(a) shows that PASV outperforms MyRocks by

26.4%, 35.9%, and 23.7% in total execution time, throughput

(KQPS), and storage I/O amount, respectively. The naïve ap-

proach simply disables WAL with no other operations, which

represents the possibly achievable performance during nor-

mal runs. PASV achieves nearly identical performance to the
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Figure 7: Performance/recovery under TPC-C workload.

naïve approach. In fact, PASV only adds a very small KV

item (several bytes) during memory buffer flush. The incurred

overhead is minimal.

To compare recovery time, we first perform a 10-minute

data loading phase for both PASV and the naïve approach, and

then simulate a “failure” by artificially turning off the system

at different time points (10-19 minutes after the loading phase

is completed). As shown in Figure 7(b), although the column

families receive KVs at skewed speeds (10x difference), the

recovery time of PASV remains low (25-40 seconds), which

is far less than that of the naïve approach (at least 1,497 sec-

onds). As the test phase runs longer, the recovery time of the

naïve approach increases almost linearly. Compared to PASV,

the naïve approach suffers from a time-consuming recovery

process, since it has to replay all the transactions in the binlog

from the beginning, and the larger the binlog is, the longer it

takes for recovery.

6.4 Data Recovery

In this section, we first perform the correctness analysis of

the data recovery process in PASV and then we study and

compare its recovery performance with MyRocks.

Recovery correctness analysis. By eliminating a redun-

dant logging structure, PASV provides significant perfor-

mance improvement and still guarantees data persistence, just

like the original LSM-tree based RDB. To achieve this goal,

upon a system failure, we must ensure that (1) all volatile

data stored in the memory buffers before the crash should

be recovered completely, and (2) the KVs managed by the

storage engine should be consistent with the RDB’s view.

The original design provides the above-said data persis-

tence guarantees through a two-phase recovery using both

binlog and WAL. In PASV, we must achieve the same goal

with binlog only. When a failure happens, PASV first retrieves

the local data persistence point (DPP) of each LSM-tree and

determines the global DPP from the storage engine layer.

Then, it scans all pending transactions from the binlog to de-

termine the KVs that should be replayed. We only need to

replay the KVs that have been committed at the RDB layer

but not yet been persisted at the storage engine layer.

To analyze the recovery correctness, we divide the data per-

sistence process into three phases based on two key operations

flush(Binlog) and flush(MemTable_x) in Figure 8. The

time period [Ta,Ta+5] includes all the possible crash points

that may happen during the whole process for an LSM-tree.

Figure 8: An illustration of transaction commit process.

• Period #1: Uncommitted to binlog. During time period

[Ta, Ta+2), the incoming transaction T XNn is parsed into SQL

requests and then being persisted to the binlog. Before Ta+2,

T XNn is neither persisted to binlog nor the storage engine. If

system crash happened during this period, PASV would re-

trieve the latest flush flag of the LSM-tree from the system. In

this situation, the DPP must be a transaction whose sequence

number is less than n (T XNn−1 or earlier). Thus, during re-

covery, the partial recovery process would compare current

DPP with the global one and only recover the data after the

local DPP of this LSM-tree. Since T XNn is not committed to

binlog, it will not be recovered, which is consistent with the

status of the RDB layer before the system crash.

• Period #2: Committed to binlog but not flushed. During

time period [Ta+2,Ta+4), the transaction T XNn is persisted to

the binlog, meaning that all KV items from T XNn need to be

recovered if crash happens. Suppose at time Ta+3, the memory

buffer of this LSM-tree reaches the size limit, the flush flag

(FFp) containing the current committed transaction T XNn,

the corresponding LSNs and a magic key, needs to be also

flushed to disk as the last KV item in the buffer. At time Ta+4,

the flush operation ends. If a system crash happened during

Ta+2 to Ta+4, the flush flag FFp could be not completely per-

sisted, meaning that we must retrieve the last flush flag FFp−1,

which has already been written to the storage in the last round

of memory buffer flush. Thus, the last safely persisted transac-

tion should be prior to transaction T XNn, which is T XNn−1 or

earlier. Partial recovery can recover starting from there. Since

T XNn is already committed to binlog, all the KVs translated

from it will be completely replayed, which is also consistent

with the status before system crash.

• Period #3: Committed and flushed. After Ta+4, the FFp,

which records its current DPP T XNn and the related LSNs, is

persisted to the disk, meaning that for this LSM-tree, the cur-

rent data persistence status has been persisted to disk. When

a failure happens during this phase, PASV will retrieve the

latest persisted flush flag, which is FFp containing T XNn and

the corresponding LSNs, and replay uncompleted KV items

from T XNn after the latest DPP. In this case, the DPP is T XNn.

Partial recovery will only recover KV items of T XNn that ap-

pear after Ta+4 for this LSM-tree. Hence, it is also consistent

with the status before system crash.

In general, PASV maintains at least one local DPP for each

LSM-tree indicating the restart point. According to the latest
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Table 3: Recovery performance of PASV and MyRocks.
PASV MyRocks

Average Range Average Range

Recovery Time (Seconds) 7.9 0.11 8.3 0.18

Logging Volumes (GB) 1.3 0.26 3.7 0.48

Recovery I/Os (GB) 0.9 0.04 1.9 0.09

flush flag of each LSM-tree, all possible recovery situations

can be solved based on the time periods of the transaction

commit when crash happens.

Recovery performance analysis. To evaluate the recov-

ery performance, we create a scenario that both PASV and

MyRocks have 0.8 GB data stored in memory buffers. Table 3

shows the evaluation results of repeating the same test for 5

times. For the recovery time, PASV recovers the buffered data

within 7.9 seconds on average, which is 4.8% less than My-

Rocks. Replaying SQL statements incurs more complexities

and time cost than replaying KVs directly. When replaying

SQL statements, more translation and transaction control are

involved, which diminishes the performance gains from less

disk I/Os and explains the relatively small improvement.

For space usage, PASV frees disk space needed for WAL,

and it only needs to maintain the binlog for crash recovery.

The binlog accounts for about 1.3 GB, which allows us to

recover all in-memory data in storage engine’s buffers and

all pending transactions maintained in transaction buffer. In

contrast, MyRocks needs to maintain about 3.7 GB data for

both binlog and WAL, which is 2.8 times of PASV.

Furthermore, benefiting from the efficient partial recovery,

PASV also incurs less disk I/Os (0.9 GB on average) for

data recovery, compared to MyRocks (1.9 GB). MyRocks

with multiple LSM-trees has to retrieve all the KV items in

the WAL to recover each LSM-tree, which leads to severe

I/O amplification. Since MyRocks is unaware of the relation-

ship between KV items in WAL and each LSM-tree, for each

LSM-tree, MyRocks needs to check all KV items in the WAL

and replay the KVs that are related to the LSM-tree. In con-

trast, benefiting from the epoch-based data persistent policy

and partial recovery, PASV can skip the unrelated KV items.

Hence, for replaying 0.8 GB data, PASV only involves 0.9 GB

disk I/Os, which shows its high efficiency.

7 Related Work

In recent years, storage systems have become increasingly

more diverse to meet the new requirements of various emerg-

ing applications. A lot of efforts have been particularly made

on optimizing data storage performance and reliability.

LSM-tree based RDBs. To satisfy the demand for per-

formance and space efficiency, some RDBs (e.g., distributed

RDBs [5], HTAP RDBs [28]) have begun to adopt LSM-

tree-based storage engines [5, 27–30, 41]. Specifically, My-

Rocks [8], Spanner [5, 27], CockroachDB [30] as well as

TiDB [28], are relational database systems that support

MySQL-style protocol and provide full-featured transactional

guarantees. They all adopt LSM-tree-based KV store [12, 42]

as storage engines. Our work particularly focuses on solving

the double-logging problem in LSM-tree based RDBs.

Journaling of journal. The journaling-of-journal (JoJ)

problem is widely existing in modern storage systems, which

often results in write amplification and time-costing syn-

chronous I/Os when persisting data to file systems and

databases [43–47]. A similar problem is the log-on-log prob-

lem [20], which appears when running a log-structured file

system on a log-structured flash FTL. These problems are

different from the double-logging problem addressed in this

paper. For double-logging, the two logs are redundant and

stored separately, thus one unnecessary log can be eliminated

safely. In contrast, the log-on-log problem happens in a dis-

tinct environment where each of the two layers of logs is a

must-have needed for different semantics and functionalities,

meaning that we cannot easily remove one of them in the way

as how we handle the double-logging problem.

NVM-assisted logging. Prior works also propose to adopt

byte-addressable Non-volatile Memory (NVM) devices to op-

timize the logging performance [9, 25, 48–56]. For example,

NoveLSM [54] proposes to replace the LSM-tree’s memory

component with persistent NVM devices. It exploits I/O par-

allelism by searching multiple levels concurrently to reduce

lookup latency. MatrixKV [55] is another hybrid design that

combines NVM with DRAM for better performance, in which

the WAL is implemented in NVM to prevent data loss from

system failures. These prior works cannot handle the double-

logging problem. They either conservatively keep redundant

logging mechanisms or simply attempt to accelerate logging

using a faster device. Our work takes a different strategy and

aims to fundamentally address the problem by completely

removing the redundant WAL in the storage engine layer.

8 Conclusion

LSM-tree based storage engine is becoming increasingly pop-

ular in modern relational databases. A unique and critical

issue is the double-logging problem, which incurs high and

unnecessary overhead. In this paper, we have systematically

studied this challenging problem and proposed a set of mech-

anisms to optimize the system design for achieving high per-

formance and reliability. Experimental results show that our

solution can effectively improve the system performance and

accelerate data recovery at low cost.
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